National Transportation Product Evaluation Program (NTPEP)

TESTING SERVICE FEE SCHEDULE for
Spray Applied Pipe Liners
(2020 TEST CYCLE)

NTPEP Testing Service Fees for EACH product submitted:

**RESIN LABORATORY TESTING**  $2,650.00 per product

“Laboratory Testing” fee is inclusive of all laboratory testing, report preparation and program management services by the host testing state. A portion of this fee is assigned for administrative management of the NTPEP Spray Applied Pipe Liner Program.

**CEMENTITIOUS LABORATORY TESTING**  $6,465.00 per product

“Laboratory Testing” fee is inclusive of all laboratory testing, report preparation and program management services by the host testing state. A portion of this fee is assigned for administrative management of the NTPEP Spray Applied Pipe Liner Program.

**THREE EDGE BEARING TEST (D-LOAD)**  $12,740.00 per product

The fee includes the cost of the concrete pipe.

**PARALLEL PLATE TEST**  $2,100.00 per product

The fee includes the cost of the Sonotube.

Accurate Invoice for the total number of products submitted will be provided upon the acceptance of your online submission.